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Is working from home… working?
A quarter of people plan to work from home either
permanently or more regularly when the pandemic is over.
No surprises there. Many people feel
more productive when they work from
home. And three quarters believe there
are fewer distractions at home (when
the kids are at school, anyway).
Here are five things we recommend
you put in place for everyone who’s
going to be working from home,
long-term:
1. A dedicated working space:
Trying to work in the same space
as other members of the family is
testing for everyone. Help your team
to identify where they will work, and
set up a proper work environment.
This will also help them draw the line
on the day’s work when they leave
their work space.
2. Fastest possible internet: Slow
speeds are the biggest frustration.
There are often options to speed
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up internet speeds. Maybe you
could subsidize them upgrading to a
better service?
3. Dedicated tech: 62% of home
workers would like their company
to provide better technology to help
them stay connected to what’s going
on in the business. From a data
security point of view, you’ll have a lot
more control if you give them a
business device to use only for work.

Did you know...about
spoofed Wi-Fi?
Do you usually connect to
public Wi-Fi when you’re in a
coffee shop or shopping centre?
Next time you’re about to do so…
pause to consider whether the
connection is genuine.
Cyber criminals create spoofed
access points which sit between
you and the real connection.
Many people fall for these as they
look just like the real deal.

4. Collaborative software: Whether
it’s Microsoft Teams or other
software, it’s so easy these days for
anyone working anywhere to stay up
to speed on all relevant projects.

But once you connect to a
spoofed Wi-Fi network, these
criminals have access to all the
information you’re sending and
receiving on your device.

5. Help them feel involved: This can
be as simple as sending pizzas to
everyone’s houses, so your team can
have lunch together on a video call.

That could be passwords and
login information, financial
details, and even customer
records.
It’s estimated that around a
quarter of all public access points
are spoofed. Think before you
connect.

www.linkedin/company/wyant

www.facebook.com/wyantcomputerservices

Techn logy update
Have you heard of deepfakes? The huge rise of
this strange development in technology comes
with a big question: What tech do we really need?
If you didn’t know, a deepfake is a video or photo that’s been
created in the (scarily accurate) likeness of somebody else usually a public figure such as a celebrity. Software can make
an actor’s face look like the famous person’s face.
This raises all kinds of moral and ethical questions. There is a real
potential for this kind of technology to be used in the wrong way.
And it’s led us to think recently, have we gone too far in some areas?
Is technology developing because there is a real need for things?
Or are we being tricked into thinking we need them?
We’d love to hear your thoughts on this.
While we’re on the subject, what future tech do you think they really
need to hurry up and develop? What devices, gadgets or technology
would really make your day-to-day life a lot easier?

Get in touch and let us know.
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During the first live iPhone
presentation, Steve Jobs had
to frequently switch phones
behind his desk, otherwise it
would run out of memory
and crash
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YOUR OFFICE IS ON FIRE
WHAT DO YOU SAVE?
A horrendous thought, and
thankfully it doesn’t happen
to many businesses.

These are just a few of the jobs that you
need to make a priority now if you want a
solid disaster recovery plan. Because if a
major problem strikes and you don’t have
a safety net, it really could be goodbye to
But say it did happen to yours. Nobody’s your business.
hurt or at risk. What would you want to
save from the office?
For a short time, we’re offering businesses
a disaster recovery review. Our experts
It has to be your data, right? After all, it is will look at your business’s safety net.
the most valuable asset in your business. And tell you the things you need to
Without it, there would be no business.
implement to give you the best possible
chance to bounce back from a crisis.
But what if you’re too late? What if your
server was the first thing to go? And of
Visit www.gowyant.com/activate
course, any paper files you had have gone to book a no obligation 15 minute video call.
up in smoke. What then?
Have you got a working backup to rely
upon? Assuming you do, when was the
last time it was checked, and the data
verified? This really is a daily job.
Are there other things that you thought
you’d get around to? Like creating an
inventory of your devices. Or moving all
your paper files online?

Let's chat on a video call
A big question for you: Do you currently have an IT support
company? And if so, how happy are you with them?

QUESTION

My mouse has stopped
moving. What do I do?

ANSWER

If your mouse freezes, or the
cursor disappears, it can be
really tricky to do anything.
This is where keyboard
shortcuts come to the rescue.
Press “ALT” and “F4” together
to open the shutdown menu,
then restart your device.
When it reboots, things should
be working correctly.
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QUESTION

If your answer isn’t “I’m so delighted I want to send them their favorite candy
bars in the post every day, and text them goodnight before I climb into bed”, let’s
jump on a video call.

My screen has turned blue
and won't do anything

The pandemic has taught businesses just how important it is to get
proactive, responsive IT support.

ANSWER

We're now taking on new clients again.
Set up a 15 minute exploratory video call at
www.gowyant.com/discovery

This is how you can get in touch with us:

CALL: 231-946-5969| EMAIL info@gowyant.com
WEBSITE: www.gowyant.com

Ah, the blue screen of death.
Looks like you just need to
reboot your device. Hold down
your power button for 5 - 10
seconds and it should turn off.
Power it back up and things
should be back to normal. If you
have any prompts to install
updates, do it as soon as
you’re back up and running.

